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Construction of the Temple of Zeus
1) The Temple of Zeus was built in 471 BC by the architect Libon of Elis. 

2) He had the temple built in the Doric order with simple circular caps. The 
temple itself is built in hexastyle (the temple has 6 columns beside the 
entrance) 

3) The temple erected on a stylobate (a platform used in Greek architecture 
upon which the colonnades of the columns are placed in the construction).   



Upon examining this image:

The simple 
Doric order 
pillars and 
its caps

The  
crumbling 
stylobate



Why does the construction matter in terms of 
art?

1) Architecture was an important feature of status. No person had more status 
than a god/dess, therefore the temples erected in their honour should be the 
most aesthetically pleasing they could be- for example in Athens, like in all 
cities the highest part of the city (the Acropolis) contained the most important 
temples: a very bold way attracting attention.

2) If we take the Temple of Zeus it can be noticed that the architecture lends 
itself towards artistic values. The triangular gables (pediments) on the East 
and West sides depict Greek myths- like the Eastern pediment illustrating the 
story of Pelops and Hippodamia involving a chariot race.



Position of the Temple of Zeus 
1) The Temple of Zeus is located in the Altis (Sacred Precinct). It is found in the 

center of the Altis and is the largest temple in its borders. This alone tells us 
the importance of the Temple. 

2) Olympia is located near the western coast of the Peloponnese peninsula of 
southern Greece, 10 miles inland from the Ionian Sea, near a point where the 
Alfios and Kladios rivers meet. 

https://www.britannica.com/place/Peloponnese


Pediments
1) The pediments on the Temple of Zeus are some of the best examples of Greek 

architecture. They were completed in 460 BCE and contain 42 figures in total.  
2) The East Pediment features a scene especially appropriate at the home of 

the ancient Olympic Games. It depicts preparations being made for a chariot 
race, which explains why there are horses flanking the five central figures. On 
the West Pediment, in contrast, there is depicted a 'centauromachy' – a battle 
between the half-man, half-horse centaurs and the Lapiths (a group of 
legendary people from Thessaly). This is symbolic of the Greek victory over 
barbarians or reason over savage nature.

3) On both sides, a god stands tall in the very centre of the pediment, Zeus on the 
east and Apollo on the west. 

4)  In short, the decoration of the Temple of Zeus at Olympia was carefully 
calibrated to its context of sport and competition.



Pediments Cont.
1) The triangular flat surface of the pediment is called the tympanum.



Pediment on the Henry B. Clarke House in Chicago, Illinois.
The Henry B. Clarke House is built in much the same style as the Temple of 
Zeus at Olympia. It has Doric order columns, pediments and space for 
metopes. This house front is a great example of what the temple may have 
looked like.  



Upon examination we can see



Metopes on the Temple of Zeus
1) A metope is a rectangular architectural element that fills the space between 

two triglyphs of a Doric frieze. 
2) A triglyph are  three sculpted pillars grouped together in a Doric order frieze (a 

frieze is an area resting upon the caps of Doric pillars)
3) Made of Parian marble in high relief. 
4) Finished at 460 BC. 
5) There are 12 metopes depicting the Labours of Herakles. 



Metopes-What do they mean?

Figures crossed

The opposing angles of two crossed figures (chiasmus) serve to emphasise 
violence and tension. The heads of figures often meet at the center and are 
sculpted into higher relief than the rest of the metope to provide a more lifelike 
expression. An example of this is the metope of Herakles Cretan Bull labour. 

Figures standing in side profile

These figures are sculpted to show motion and to provide expression. The faces of 
such figures are often extensively sculpted to display anger or happiness not just a 
standard expression.  An example of this is the metope of Herakles Garden of the 
Hesperides labour.



Metopes- What do they mean? Cont.
Figures standing at different angles

This way of sculpting fills space and is used to demonstrate power. In Greece the 
body was a sign of power so the angle that a person is displayed makes 
themselves look larger and therefore emphasises the power of a person. An 
example of this is the metope of Herakles Augean Stables labour. 
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